John Johnson Collection: pre-1960 ephemera

Patents for Inventions
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**Box 1**
Abridgements of specifications:
Artist instruments & materials
Books: Cards & card cases

**Box 2**
Abridgements of specifications:
Books
Mercantile forms and the like
Cutting, punching & perforating

**Box 3**
Abridgements of specifications:
Cutting & severing machines
Punching & perforating machines
Printing: letterpress & lithographic

**Box 4**
Abridgements of specifications:
Feeding & delivering webs & sheets

**Box 5**
Abridgements of specifications:
Printing processes & apparatus

**Box 6**
Abridgements of specifications:
Printing processes & apparatus continued

**Box 7**
Abridgements of specifications:
Printing other than letterpress or lithographic